Conservative abuse of millions of dollars of gov't advertising
for partisan benefit.
WE NEED YOUR HELP. The Conservative government is using tax-payer-paid
advertising and other gov't assets to promote itself, and to mislead
Canadians about what's really going on with their so-called economic plan.
They are using taxpayers' money to promote themselves. They are quite
simply trying to buy us, and eventually our votes, with our own money--millions and millions of our own dollars.
We saw this in Ontario under Mike Harris---and it's not a coincidence that
many of that same gang are now in Ottawa--Guy Giorno, John Baird, Jim
Flaherty....... We stopped this abuse in Ontario with tough, Liberal
legislation---we need to stop it at the federal level too.
In the meantime, we are looking for examples of this abuse---gov't ads,
publications and websites that do less "informing" and more "patting
themselves on the back". For example, ad copy, radio spots, government
websites that are very partisan (lots of Conservative blue, photos of the PM
and ministers; photos of "announcements'" that feature local Conservative
candidates but no Liberals; gov't-paid-for web sites that have links to
Conservative Party websites; return addresses on mailings that are private
entities, not the government; ads that direct readers or listeners to Harper's
"economic plan vanity site".
WE NEED YOUR HELP! I have written to the Treasury Board, showing how
this abuse of gov't ad spending for partisan advantage breaks several laws.
We are gathering all of the additional examples we can, so please comment
below with any examples you have seen online including website links, or
send us a hard copy to 368 Confederation Building, Ottawa ON K1A 0A6 (no
postage required) or by fax to: 613.992.1158.
Thanks in advance for all your help,

Martha

UPDATE: Conservative abuse of millions of dollars of gov't
advertising for partisan benefit
Here is yet another example of the Conservative government using taxpayer-paid advertising and other gov't assets to promote itself, and to
mislead Canadians about what's really going on with their so-called
economic plan.

Gerald Keddy:

The Conservative logo should not appear on a cheque from the government
of Canada.
We need your help!
We are gathering all of the additional examples we can, so please comment
below with any examples you have seen online including website links, or

send us a hard copy to 368 Confederation Building, Ottawa ON K1A 0A6 (no
postage required) or by fax to: 613.992.1158.

